Razor thin. Rocket fast.

Choose a 2 in 1 powered by the new Intel® Core™ M processor.

Less heat. More power.
Up to 50 percent faster CPU and 2x graphics performance.¹,²

When you're this cool, who needs fans?
No cooling fans = incredibly thin devices.

Productivity unplugged.
Up to eight hours of battery life with full HD display.¹,²

Get a device with the performance and security to keep up with your business needs—and the sleek design and functionality that won't slow you down.

3 reasons to get a 2 in 1 for your small business.

Create.
Laptop mode gives you the powerful performance, Windows* 8 applications, and capabilities you need to write, design, draw, prototype, and research.

Collaborate.
Flip, fold, twist, or detach the screen to present, comment, or videoconference. With Intel® Wireless Display³ technology, sharing work has never been easier.

Concentrate.
With added security features, Intel based 2 in 1 devices let you worry less about keeping your identity and data safe, and focus more on the job at hand.

Find the right 2 in 1, powered by the Intel Core™ M processor.
intel.com/smallbusiness
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